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Friends of the Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad, Inc. 
4421 McLeod NE, Suite F, Albuquerque, NM 87109 

PHONE (505) 880-1311   FAX (505) 856- 7543 
E- mail: info@cumbrestoltec.org   

Web site: hHp://www.friendsofcumbrestoltec.org 

Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration or Reconstruction Project 
Extract of Standards* 

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic ProperKes may be applied to one historic 
resource type or a variety of historic resource types; for example, a project may include a complex of buildings 
such as a house, garage, and barn; the site, with a designed landscape, natural features, and archeological 
components; structures such as a system of roadways and paths or a bridge; railroad yards and objects such as 
fountains and statuary. 

Historic Resource Types & Examples  
Building: houses, barns, stables, sheds, garages, courthouses, city halls, social halls, commercial buildings, 
libraries, factories, mills, train depots, hotels, theaters, staKonary mobile homes, schools, stores, churches and 
railroad buildings. 

Site: habitaKon sites, funerary sites, rock shelters, village sites, hunKng and fishing sites, ceremonial sites, petro 
glyphs, rock carvings, ruins, gardens, grounds, ba\lefields, campsites, sites of treaty signings, trails, areas of 
land, shipwrecks, cemeteries, designed landscapes, and natural features, such as springs and rock formaKons, 
land areas having cultural significance, railroad track, railroad yards and railroad secQon towns. 

Structure: bridges, tunnels, gold dredges, fire towers, canals, turbines, dams, power plants, corn-cribs, silos, 
roadways, shot towers, windmills, grain elevators, kilns, mounds, cairns, palisade forKficaKons, earthworks, 
railroad grades, systems of roadways and paths, boats and ships, railroad locomoQves and cars, telescopes, 
carousels, bandstands, gazebos, aircra^, rail signage, trestles, water tanks, telegraphone booths, and MOW 
Sheds and huts. 

Object: sculpture, monuments, boundary markers, statuary, and fountains. 

District: college campuses, central business districts, residenKal areas, commercial areas, large forts, industrial 
complexes, civic centers, rural villages, canal systems, collecKons of habitaKon and limited acKvity sites, 
irrigaKon systems, large farms, ranches, estates, or plantaKons, transportaQon networks, and large landscaped 
parks. 

(Sidebar adapted from Na0onal Register Property and Resource Types, p. 15, Na0onal Register Bulle0n 16A, How to 
Complete the Na0onal Register Form, published by the Na0onal Register Branch, Interagency Resources Division, Na0onal 
Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, 1991.) 

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic ProperKes may be applied to one historic 
resource type or a variety of historic resource types; for example, a project may include a complex of buildings 
such as a house, garage, and barn; the site, with a designed landscape, natural features, and archeological 
components; structures such as a system of roadways and paths or a bridge; and objects such as fountains and 
statuary. 
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NOTE: * The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic ProperQes, apply to all proposed development grant-in-aid projects 
assisted through the NaQonal Historic PreservaQon Fund, and are intended to be applied to a wide variety of resource types, including buildings, sites, 
structures, objects, and districts. They address four treatments: PreservaQon, RehabilitaQon, RestoraQon, and ReconstrucQon. The treatment Standards, 
developed in 1992, were codified as 36 CFR Part 68 in the July 12, 1995 Federal Register (Vol. 60, No. 133). They replace the 1978 and 1983 versions of 
36 CFR 68 enQtled, “The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Historic PreservaQon Projects.” 

Choosing an Appropriate Treatment for the Historic Building: 
The Standards are neither technical nor prescripKve, but are intended to promote responsible preservaKon 
pracKces that help protect our NaKon’s irreplaceable cultural resources. For example, they cannot, in and of 
themselves, be used to make essenKal decisions about which features of the historic building should be saved 
and which can be changed. But once a treatment is selected, the Standards provide philosophical consistency to 
the work. 

Choosing the most appropriate treatment for a building requires careful decision-making about a building’s 
historical significance, as well as taking into account a number of other consideraKons:  

Relative importance in history: 
Is the building a naKonally significant resource—a rare survivor or the work of a master architect or cra^sman? 
Did an important event take place in it? NaQonal Historic Landmarks, designated for their “excepQonal 
significance in American history,” or many buildings individually listed in the NaKonal Register o^en warrant 
PreservaKon or RestoraKon. Buildings that contribute to the significance of a historic district but are not 
individually listed in the NaKonal Register more frequently undergo RehabilitaKon for a compaKble new use. 

Physical condition:  
What is the exisKng condiKon or degree of material integrity of the building prior to work? Has the original form 
survived largely intact or has it been altered over Kme? Are the alteraKons an important part of the building’s 
history?  PreservaKon may be appropriate if disKncKve materials, features, and spaces are essenKally intact and 
convey the building’s historical significance. If the building requires more extensive repair and replacement, or if 
alteraKons or addiKons are necessary for a new use, then RehabilitaKon is probably the most appropriate 
treatment. These key quesKons play major roles in determining what treatment is selected. 

Proposed use: 
An essenKal, pracKcal quesKon to ask is: Will the building be used as it was historically or will it be given a new 
use? Many historic buildings can be adapted for new uses without seriously damaging their historic character; 
special-use properKes such as grain silos, forts, ice houses, or windmills may be extremely difficult to adapt to 
new uses without major intervenKon and a resulKng loss of historic character and even integrity. 
  
Mandated code requirements: 
Regardless of the treatment, code requirements will need to be taken into consideraKon. But if hasKly or poorly 
designed, a series of code-required acKons may jeopardize a building’s materials as well as its historic character. 
Thus, if a building needs to be seismically upgraded, modificaKons to the historic appearance should be minimal. 
Abatement of lead paint and asbestos within historic buildings requires parKcular care if important historic 
finishes are not to be adversely affected.  Finally, alteraKons and new construcKon needed to meet accessibility 
requirements under the Americans with DisabiliKes Act of 1990 should be designed to minimize material loss 
and visual change to a historic building. 

Using the Standards and Guidelines for a Preservation, Rehabilitation,   
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Restoration, or Reconstruction Project 

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Proper;es with Guidelines for 
Preserving, Rehabilita;ng, Restoring and Reconstruc;ng Historic Buildings are intended to provide guidance to 
historic building owners and building managers, preservaKon consultants, architects, contractors, and project 
reviewers prior to treatment. As noted, while the treatment Standards are designed to be applied to all historic 
resource types included in the NaKonal Register of Historic Places—buildings, sites, structures, districts, and 
objects—the Guidelines apply to specific resource types; in this case, buildings. The Guidelines have been 
prepared to assist in applying the Standards to all project work; consequently, they are not meant to give case-
specific advice or address excepKons or rare instances. Therefore, it is recommended that the advice of qualified 
historic preservaKon professionals be obtained early in the planning stage of the project. Such professionals may 
include architects, architectural historians, historians, historical engineers, archeologists, and others who have 
experience in working with historic buildings. The Guidelines pertain to both exterior and interior work on 
historic buildings of all sizes, materials, and types. One set of standards for each treatment is listed below. The 
Standards for the first treatment, Preserva;on, require retenKon of the greatest amount of historic fabric, along 
with the building’s historic form, features, and detailing as they have evolved over Kme. 
The Rehabilita;on Standards acknowledge the need to alter or add to a historic building to meet conKnuing or 
new uses while retaining the building’s historic character. The Restora;on Standards allow for the depicKon of a 
building at a parKcular Kme in its history by preserving materials from the period of significance and removing 
materials from other periods. The Reconstruc;on Standards establish a limited framework for re-creaKng a 
vanished or non-surviving building with new materials, primarily for interpreKve purposes. 

Standards for Preservation: 
1. A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new use that maximizes the retenKon of disKncKve 
materials, features, spaces, and spaKal relaKonships. Where a treatment and use have not been idenKfied, a 
property will be protected and, if necessary, stabilized unKl addiKonal work may be undertaken. 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The replacement of intact or 
Repairable historic materials or alteraKon of features, spaces, and spaKal relaKonships that characterize a 
property will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its Kme, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, 
consolidate, and conserve exisKng historic materials and features will be physically and visually compaKble, 
idenKfiable upon close inspecKon, and properly documented for future research. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and 
preserved. 

5. DisKncKve materials, features, finishes, and construcKon techniques or examples of cra^smanship that 
characterize a property will be preserved. 

6. The exisKng condiKon of historic features will be evaluated to determine the appropriate level of intervenKon 
needed. Where the severity of deterioraKon requires repair or limited replacement of a disKncKve feature, the 
new material will match the old in composiKon, design, color, and texture. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 
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8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, 
miKgaKon measures will be undertaken. 

Standards for Rehabilitation: 
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its 
disKncKve materials, features, spaces, and spaKal relaKonships. 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of disKncKve materials or 
alteraKon of features, spaces, and spaKal relaKonships that characterize a property will be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its Kme, place, and use. Changes that create a false 
sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic properKes, 
will not be undertaken. 

4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and 
preserved. 

5. DisKncKve materials, features, finishes, and construcKon techniques or examples of cra^smanship that 
characterize a property will be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioraKon 
requires replacement of a disKncKve feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, 
where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substanKated by documentary and physical 
evidence. 

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 

8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, 
miKgaKon measures will be undertaken. 

9. New addiKons, exterior alteraKons, or related new construcKon will not destroy historic materials, features, 
and spaKal relaKonships that characterize the property. The new work shall be differenKated from the old and 
will be compaKble with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proporKon, and massing to protect the 
integrity of the property and its environment. 

10. New addiKons and adjacent or related new construcKon will be undertaken in such a manner that, if 
removed in the future, the essenKal form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be 
unimpaired. 

Standards for Restoration: 
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use which reflects the property’s restoraKon 
period. 

2. Materials and features from the restoraKon period will be retained and preserved. The removal of materials or 
alteraKon of features, spaces, and spaKal relaKonships that characterize the period will not be undertaken. 
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3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its Kme, place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, 
consolidate and conserve materials and features from the restoraKon period will be physically and visually 
compaKble, idenKfiable upon close inspecKon, and properly documented for future research. 

4. Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other historical periods will be documented prior to 
their alteraKon or removal. 

5. DisKncKve materials, features, finishes, and construcKon techniques or examples of cra^smanship that 
characterize the restoraKon period will be preserved. 

6. Deteriorated features from the restoraKon period will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioraKon requires replacement of a disKncKve feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, 
texture, and, where possible, materials. 

7. Replacement of missing features from the restoraKon period will be substanKated by documentary and 
physical evidence. A false sense of history will not be created by adding conjectural features, features from other 
properKes, or by combining features that never existed together historically. 

8. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used. 

9. Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must 
be disturbed, miKgaKon measures will be undertaken. 

10. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed. 

Standards for Reconstruction: 
1. ReconstrucKon will be used to depict vanished or non-surviving porKons of a property when documentary and 
physical evidence is available to permit accurate reconstrucKon with minimal conjecture, and such 
reconstrucKon is essenKal to the public understanding of the property. 

2. ReconstrucKon of a landscape, building, structure, or object in its historic locaKon will be preceded by 
a thorough archeological invesKgaKon to idenKfy and evaluate those features and arKfacts which are essenKal to 
an accurate reconstrucKon. If such resources must be disturbed, miKgaKon measures will be undertaken. 

3. ReconstrucKon will include measures to preserve any remaining historic materials, features, and spaKal 
relaKonships. 

4. ReconstrucKon will be based on the accurate duplicaKon of historic features and elements substanKated by 
documentary or physical evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of different features from 
other historic properKes. A reconstructed property will re-create the appearance of the non-surviving historic 
property in materials, design, color, and texture. 

5. A reconstrucKon will be clearly idenKfied as a contemporary re-creaKon. 

6. Designs that were never executed historically will not be constructed. 

Friends Obligations and Challenges: 
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Working in preservaKon efforts on a NaQonal Landmark presents many challenges for volunteers.  To maintain a 
historic structure along with meeKng current code requirements for present day occupancies requires a lot of 
thought and discussion with knowledgeable parKes and governmental organizaKons, specifically State of New 
Mexico, Historic PreservaKon Division, State Historic PreservaKon Officer (SHPO) and State of Colorado, History 
Colorado, State Historic PreservaKon Officer (SHPO) whenever structure change or interior use change becomes 
necessary. On the other hand, when dealing with railroad historic rolling stock we follow guidelines covering 
either the manufacturers design or previous D&RG/D&RGW changes. Specific charges necessary for operaKon as 
a piece of railroad equipment must be based on current FRA regulaKons. Generally, the piece replacement works 
well on structures but on railroad equipment a piece replacement is not pracKcal.  As deterioraKon occurs 
throughout a wood car which in many cases requires reconstrucKon.   When any replacement becomes 
necessary it must be done with like product and duplicated in design.  

Should a Team Leader or Assistant need help in making a determinaKon as to as to what needs to be done, 
contact the Site Leader to elevate your concern.  The projects Commi\ee has knowledgeable individuals that can 
provide direcKon.   

A Reminder to all Team Leaders:  Should a major issue arise with any building structure; it is 
necessary to immediately stop the project unKl a soluKon can be developed and approval obtained by the State 
Historic PreservaKon Officer (SHPO) who oversees the NaKonal Landmark interests as control of the designaKon 
rest with the NaKonal Parks System, Department of the Interior.     
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